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ABSTRACT
This study deals with the wind and wave regimes in
the Gulf of Si am and with their seasonal changes. Winds
over the Gulf in the years 1950 through 1957 were first
examined in order to select three years in which waves
were to he hindcast. Then wind waves were hindcast for
four -eographical locations in the Gulf for the years
1955, 1956 and 1957. The statistical results are pre-
sented for each month and for each location in the form
of wind and wave roses, and wave-hei."ht and wave-period
diagrams.
The author wishes to express his appreciation fcr
the advice and encouragement cf Professor W. C. Thompson
of the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, under whose
direction this study was accomplished. The subject was
suggested to the writer by Professor Thompson following
the latter's introduction to some of the navigation prob-
lems in the Gulf of Thailand by weather personnel of the
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Climatological wave data have proven useful in
both military and civilian operations. Furthermore,
the surface has just teen scratched in the exploitation
of its uses.
Some Naval uses are \jf] J selection of landing
beaches for amphibious operations; selection of opti-
mum sites for flight and fueling operations at sea; and
site studies for "Texas Towers". The Eeach Erosion
Board (U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers) uses wave data
for plannin~ coast and harbor structures, evaluating
the failure of these structures, and for predicting
natural coastline changes. The oil industry, in con-
nection with the development of offshore oil resources,
uses wave data in designing offshore oil drilling plat-
forms and submarine pipe lines.
In many areas of the world, such as Southeast Asia,
a lack of wave records and adequate visual observations
precludes the assembling of statistical wave data. How-
ever, wave hindcasting, a process in which wave data are
obtained from historical weather maps by the use of wave
prediction techniques, can provide a simple and useful
solution to the problem. Also, the necessary data can




The objective of this study was to compute clima-
tological wave data for several selected locations in
the Gulf of Siam by hind cast in?- waves using selected
years of wind data.
The following discussion is divided into these
ph a s e s :
a. Analysis and discussion of the wind circulation
in the Gulf of Siam.
b. A statement- of the conventions adopted and the
assumptions made for this study.
Co A discussion of wave-generation processes.
d A description of the hindcasting technique.
e„ A description of the method used herein in
selecting the years for which to hindcast the
waves,
f. Statistical results obtained from the study.

2 Wind Circulation in and around the Gulf of Siam.
The objectives of this section are to discuss the
location, surrounding topography, and wind circulation
in the Gulf of Siam„
2A Location and Topography.
The area of interest is located in the tropics •
between 5° and 15° T'ortb Latitude and between 98° and
1C9 D East Longitude. Fipure 1 illustrates the -eorraph-
ical location*
The Gulf of Siam is a relatively shallow body of
water, the greatest depth of which is 40 fathoms|J3J. Its
largest dimensions are about 420 miles from north to south
and 360 miles from east to west. It is bounded on the
north and west by Thailand; on the northeast by Thailand,
Cambodia, and Vietnam; and on the sruth by Thailand and
the Federation of kalaya. The southeastern portion of
the Gulf is open to the South China Sea„
Figure 1 also illustrates the topography surrounding
the Gulf. In Thailand, the central portion of the country
is a large alluvial plain flanked by mountains that extend
southward alcnr both sides of the Gulf of Siam with eleva-
tions up to 5,000 ft. The Cordillera of Annam, with
heiphts up to 6,000 ft., stretches down the iast coast
of Vietnam[l0]o
Since most of the mountain ranges extend in a north-
3

south direction, they lie in the path of the prevailin
Monsoon winds and cause large lccal differences in climate
and weather,
2B, Wind Circulation,
The wind circulation of Southeast Asia is dominated
by the Monsoons, They may be defined[_4Jas a regional
circulation superimposed upon the general circulation, caused
by the seasonal thermal differences between land and
ocean.
In v/inter, when the land is cool and the ocean rela-
tively. warm; the Winter or Northeast Monsoon prevails
over the Gulf of Siam from November tc March, as an
outflow of the intense Siberian high pressure field [llj
Figure 2 shows the mean isobars and prevailing winds at
the surface for January. Note the topographic influence
on the wind in and around the Gulf of Siam.
The Summer or Southwest Monsoon controls the circul-
ation from June until August, when the continent is warmer
than the adjacent ocean. A significant feature in the
pressure distribution is a semi-permanent low pressure
center over the northern Eay of Ben; al which is related
to the southwesterly flow of air over the Gulf. Figure 2
pictures the mean isobars and prevailin winds at the
surface for July, Note the continuity in direction of
flow over the Gulf of Siam.
Transition periods between the Monsoons are September-
4

October, during which the air flow shifts from southwest
to northeast^, and April-May, when the flow reverses from
northeast to southwest. These periods are for the central
latitude (about 9° North) through the Gulf, and differ
somewhat at other latitudes.
The most noticeable feature of the wind velocity at
a particular ststicn in the Gulf of Siam is its persis-
tence. Once the seasonal Monsoon is established, the wind
blows from about the same direction with little change in
speed for months at a time. However, it is of interest
that in the northern Gulf the change in wind direction at
a particular station during the shift of the Monsoons can
be extremely rapid. These rapid changes are usually
associated with the pas sac e of a trough at the 500 mb level,
The mean lencth of the period of transition, based on
data from this study for all stations in the Gulf, is 15
daySo Two examples of rapid seasonal wind chance are
illustrated in the follcwinc table:
TABLE I













































3. Conventions Adopted and Assumptions Made for this Study.
The purpose of this section is to set forth the conven-
tions adopted and assumptions made for this study,
Wind-Generated waves in the occnn can he divided into
two classes: (1) sea sr.d (?) swell. Sea, often referred
to as wind waves, may be defined as waves renerated by
the local wind. Swell may te defined as wind-generated
waves which have advanced into regions of weaker winds
or calm e This paper is concerned only with wind waves
since the determination of swell at the selected locations
in the Gulf of Siam is teyond the scope of this study.
Furthermore, since the Culf is open only in the southeast
to the South China Sea, there is little opportunity for
swell to enter the Oulf. Therefore, the occurrence of
swell as compared to wind waves is relatively unimportant
in the Culf of Siam and can be disregarded.
The wind waves will be described In terms of the
two physical characteristics: height and period. In this
study, wave heirht will be expressed as the "significant"
wave height. This is defined as the average height of the
h'hest one-third of all waves passin a fixed point
during a flven observation period (one-half hour or
lon^ er ) \_15_] The significant wave height was chosen
because it is the standard height parameter in most wave
studies and It emphasizes the larger waves present. In
addition, it has been noted that a casual observer tends
to report waves which lie closer to the significant wave
6

height than to the meanjJLSJ.
If the significant wave height (Hp) is known, other
measures of wave hei ht can be computed from Table 2 |_15J
The values in this table were obtained from the analysis
of swell records,, but they also provide a good approximation
of wind waveSo In the table, the figure for "relative
height" is a ratio of any particular height, such as
average height, to the significant height.
TABLE 2
Comparison of Wave Height Parameters
Y/ave Heipht Rela tive H eight
Significant .00 1.00
Averape . . . 0*64
Highest Ten Percent 1.29
Highest '.Vave . 1.87
In this study, the period of the wind waves
will be expressed as "significant" period (Tp). This
is defined as the average period of the highest one-third
of the waves passing a fixed point during a stated inter-
val of time (one-half hour or longer).
Only waves of two feet or more in height and four
seconds or greater in period were rerarded as being
worthy of note.
An important assumption made in this study is that
the forecasted wind waves occur in deep water. According-
ly, no modifications were made for shoaling or refraction
of the waves in shoal water. Deep water is defined as
To apply a shoaling correction, the spectral periods, as
described in H.O. 60S Q.8j,should be used. Since only Tp
is determined in this study the shoalin- correction would
be an approximation.

d/L ^l/2, where d -water depth and L — deep-water length
[l5J o Since the Gulf of Siam is relatively shallow, as
mentioned in Section 2, all waves of period 9.7 seconds
or greater in depths of 40 fathoms and S.8 seconds or
greater in depths of 20 fathoms should be modified by
applying the proper shallow water relationships (H.C. 234)
jJ-4^ to obtain more accurate wave heights and periods.
However, for the relatively short periods of waves that
this study shows to prevail in the Gulf, this assumption
is valid for all portions of the Gulf that are normally
navigable by coastal steamers.
Another assumption made is that the wind recorded
at a station, for example Prachuap Khirkhan, has blown
across the entire fetch with the same direction and speed
In the case of wave-forecasting stations Three and Pour
?
(see Figure 5) for which no wind records are available,
"mental streamlines" were drawn through the winds reported
at adjacent stations, and the wind speed and direction
values at these stations were interpolated.
8

4 Generation and Growth of Wind Waves.
The discussion in this section is iven to describe
briefly the basic theories of wind-wave formation and
growth.
When a light wind "springs up" over a calm Vody of
water, tiny wavelets are observed which form in more or
less regular arcs of long radius. These are termed
"capillary waves" since their dimensions and speed are
determined by the surface tension of the water[_21j.
Both the period and wave length are extremely short,
being on the order of a fraction of a second and an
inch, respectively., *
When the wind speed increases to approximately 2.2
knots, larger additional waves are renerated, dominantly
under the restoring force of pravity Q.7J, and are called
'Vravity waves".
Wave3 tow in size by the transfer of energy from
the wind to the waves through the push of the wind a.-ainst
the wave crests (norunal pressure) and pull of the wind
on the water particles (tangential drag)[jL5j. While the
wind is blowing, a state of irregular composite wave
motion, called "sea", occurs in which the total wave
energy is spread out over a ran ._. e of periods and direc-
tions (centered about the. mean wind direction) L_18J.
The height of the waves present in the area of wave
formation at a particular time depends upon:
a c the wind speed
9

b. the fetch (the stretch of water over which the
wind has blown)
Co the duration of the wind (the length of time the
wind has blown)
do the depth of the ; t r, if shoal water (assumed
deep in this study)
e o th jves which were present when the wind started
blowing.
In the Gulf of Siam, the 1 eight of the ves for a
ven wind speed depends p] . arily upon the fetch and the
duration o In this study it was found that the duration
f tne wind was the governing f&ctor during periods when
erate to high winds were interspersed with days of
calm winds, since the wind speed c i ;es limited the
growth of the waves. On the other hand, when the wind
speeds underwent little change from day to day, the fetch
at a particular station became the limiting factor.
A fully developed state of the sea occurs when a
given wind has blown for a sufficiently long duration
ever a sufficiently long fetch. In this state, the rate of
energy input by normal and tangential stresses is just
equalled by the rate of wave energy dissipation, princi-
pally by white-cap formation 16 .
Fully developed states of the sea occur in the Gulf
of Siam primarily for wind speeds of less than 15 knots.
It can be seen in Figure 4 that a 15 knot v;ind requires a
fetch of 300 nautical miles and a wind duration of 30 hours
rpduce a fully developed sea state. For winds greater
10

than 15 knots blowing for 30 hours or longer, the fetch
becomes a limiting factor because there are few stations
with fetches in the Gulf greater than 300 nautical miles
except in the southeast direction. Table 3 below gives
the fetch lengths (in nautical miles) at the four wave
hindcasting stations for which waves were forecast in
this study*
TABLE 3*
Limiting Fetches at the Four Wave Hindcasting Stations
Direction Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4
N ™ 375 110 195
NE 75 270 25 110
E 150 915 760 140
... 255 — 570 580
S 150 — 420 ISO




Nv; _~~ 370 240
* All distances in nautical miles.
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5 Technique of Obtaining Statistical Wave Information.
In this section, some background is iven on the hind-
casting technique, including its inherent advantages and
disadvantages. Reasons are < iven for use of the wave fore-
cast rraphs employed in this study.
5A» The Wave Hindcastinr Technique.
"Necessity is the mother of invention", is a rather
trite metaphor. Nevertheless, it can be said that World
• II ave birth to the greatest period of progress in
the theory, observation and prediction of sea, swell, and
surf.
As early as 1942, W. H. Munk|J3jin the Oceanographic
Section, Directorate cf Weather, Army Air Force,, was assign-
ed the task of developin. , a wave forecasting method to be
used in the invasion of North Africa. During early 1943
Munk and H. U. Sverdrup, Director of Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, devised a technique which combined both
observed data and the classical eouations of hydrodynamics
to explain the processes of wave feneration and decay.
The results were later published in the form of forecast-
ing e raphs \J20j. These were subsequently revised by
R. S. Arthur in 1947[_2j, and later, on the basis of addit-
ional observed data, by C. L. Bretschneider in 1952J_f;J.
Trie wave forecasting method is now referred to as the
Sverdrup-Munk-Bret schneider method or the SMB method.
In 1954, W. J. Pierson Jr., G. Neumann and R.
James of New York University devised a method of fore-

casting ocean waves based on wave spectra and statistics
[lSj, The PNJ or Wave Spectrum Method, as it is termed,
describes the sea surface as the result of the combination
of an infinite number of low-amplitude sine waves varying
in freauency and direction.
A comparison of the SMB and FKJ methods is given
in the foreward cf B.C. Pub. No. r02[l8]which states:
The Pierson-Neumann-James and Sverdrup-Munk (-Bret -
Schneider) theories for forecasting- sea conditions
are similar in that the basic enuations were dediced
by analyzing a great number of observations by graph-
ical methods usin ;T known parameters of wave character-
istics. Cn the other hand, the two theories are dis-
similar when dealing with swell. The former techni-
cs e relies strictly on the theoretical considerations
of angular spreading and dispersion of the various
components of the spectrum, whereas the latter techni-
oue is partly theoretical and partly empirical.
5B. Reasons for Using the SME Wave Forecasting Curves.
Since this paper is concerned with obtaining data for
only the significant wave height and per od, the author
felt that the SMB curves were more convenient to use. The
wave height and period can be read directly off the SMB
graph (see Figure 4) by entering with the pertinent wind
velocity, fetch, and duration. The graph also contains
lines of "eoual energy" which allow rapid computation of
waves being produced during periods of varying wind speed
by the method described by Bretschneider [[gJ. For example,
20 knots of wind blowing for 12 hours generates waves with
the same energy of those produced by a 50 knot wind blow-
ing for four hours
o
3oth methods can be used to arrive at various
12

descriptions of the wave height, such as "most frequent",
"average", "significant" and "average of the l/lO highest"
waves, and both give nearly identical results in the fore-
casting of wave height produced by wind waves. Further-
more, as mentioned in Section 3, there are essentially
no swell of importance in the Pulf of Siam. The fore-
casting of wave period by the PI". J method is most time
consuming but yields more information in the form of the
range of significant periods present and the period of
maximum energy concentration. The SKB method yields only
the significant period (Tj-r), which is essentially equiva-
lent to the period of maximum energy concentration of the
PNJ method.
The following is a short example in the use of Figure 4,
Given: wind speed (U) 22 knots; fetch (F) 4CC nautical
rriles; duration (t^) 18 hours. From the graph: significant
wave height (Fp) 10.0 ft.; significant wave period (Ty)
8.3 seconds,
5C. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Hindcasting Method.
The advantages and disadvantages of the wave hindcast-




a. 'wave data can be inferred for any location in the
oceans and for any interval in the past if adeauate
weather maps are available; whereas, there are very
few regions where adequate records of actual waves
are available.
b„ Wave data can be provided in a short period of time.
14

Burt and Saur [Yjstate that, "two forecasters and three
statistical clerks can compute, in about four months
the deep water wave characteristics over a three year-
period for the California coast". Other methods nec-
essarily require continuous observations during the
entire year.
c. Hindcastinr is not hampered by raps in the wave record
caused by instrument failure or by inability to obtain
visual observations.
d. Variability cf the mean wave action from year to year
can be estimated readily by hindcastinr waves over a
selected number of years.
e. Cost of hind casting is very low compared tc the cost
of installing and maintaining wave recorders, and
analyzing the results from wave records or visual
observations.
f. Wave data compiled from visual observations or wave
records are generally collected from specific shallow-
water locations, and the data cannot readily be applied
to adjacent areas; whereas, wave data are hindcasted
for a given location in deep water, and appropriate
corrections can be applied|l4jto obtain the wave data
in adjacent shallow water areas.
Disadvantages of the technique are:
a. The wave forecasting techninue has nst been fully
tested by comparing forecasted waves with observed
waves because of the lack of adequate observations;
however, the few comparisons that have been made
indicate that the hindcastin."" technicue yields quite
satisfactory results for clima to logical purposes.
b. Wave hindcasts are subject to errors in judgment and
tc arithmetical errors, but these tend to compensate
or to disappear In the statistical treatment.
Co Wave forecasts differ between forecasters because the
estimation of wind speeds over water areas from weather
maps is somewhat subjective.
5D. Procedure for Applying the Hindcastinr Technique?
<vu e ^.^pftdure used by the writer for compiling clima-
tological wave data by .application of the hindcastinr
technique was as follows L22J.
15

First, weather maps were chosen that cover the entire
ocean area from which waves can te venerated and influence
e forecast location. This area includes the -ulf of Siam
and the adjacent South China Sea, The maps that were select-
ed were the Daily Series of Synoptic Weather f;T aps of the
Northern Her. ispherejjBJfor the years 1955, 1956, and 1957.
The reason for the selection of these years is discussed
in Section 5 „ These maps are for 24 hour intervals
and utilized the 120CZ reports. Intervals of 12 hours are
preferable, especially in mid-latitudes, tut 24 hourly maps
can be used in an area such as the Gulf of Siam due to the
persistence of the winds. For days when data were missing,
estimates of wind speed were made from preceding and suc-
ceeding days, and wind reports from nearby secondary stations
were also utilized. If a particular station had more than
ZQ% of its reports missinp durin^ a month, the data for that
month were dropped (e.g., Son'khla in August, September,
and October 1957). Part II of the Daily Series of Synoptic
Weather ft'laps of the Northern Hemi sphere [j3j was particularly
useful in furnishing wind data for secondary stations.
It is to be noted that since all reporting stations
in the Gulf were below 200 North Latitude, only observed
winds at the stations were used. No attempt was made to
obtain wind speeds from the pressure gradient due to its
^ss inaccuracy at these low latitudes.
Second
s
the SfriB wave forecasting technique was
applied to the weather maps in order tc obtain the wind
16

waves for four selected sites in the Gulf of Siam. The
location of these stations can be seen in Figure 5. The
reasons for the selection cf these particular sites is
discussed in Section 6. Cnly wind waves were forecast
and no shallow water corrections were made.
Finally, a climatolo^ical compilation of the deep-
water wave data was made by tabulating the number of hours
for each month that waves of different heihts and periods
arrived at the stations from various possible directions.
These data, in the form of wave roses and wave-height and




6» Selection of Representative Years of Wind Data and
Sites for Forecasting Wind Waves.
The objective here is to explain why 1955, 1956,
and 1957 were chosen as the yerrs for which wind data were
used for forecasting waves. The reasons are also riven
for selecting the sites of the four wave forecast locations.
6Ao Selection of the Years.
Because it is important in such a study as this to
use representative years of wind-speed data, a scientific
method was used for their selection as follows:
First, a frcup of years contained in one sunspot cvcle
(about 11 years) was selected (1947 thronfb 1957). Regard-
ing the use of one sunspot cycle, Stetson 18"' felt that
during this eleven-year period, an extreme range of climatic
variations over the earth will occur. Unfortunately, eleven
years of wind data from a sufficient number of observing
stations were not available. Prior to 1950, there were two
reliable stations around the Gulf in operation, namely
Bangkok, Thailand and iota Ehaur, Federation of Malaya,
which had been taking observations ss early as 1956 12
.
However, in 1950 there were seven stations ringing the
Gulf which were reportir-r en a regular and reliable basis.
Therefore, the years 1950 through 1957 were sampled.
Second, a random, choice of three dates was made from
one month (11th, 21st, and 27th). The wind speeds for
the years 1950 through 1957 were sampled by means of the
reports during t> ese three days per month.
18

Third, the averare monthly and yearly wind speeds were
then computed and graphed (see Figure 7).
Finally, from examination of these eirht years of
wind data, three years were selected as fellow's:
a. A year of maximum wind speed: 1955
b. A year of minimum wind speed: 1957
c. A year of average wind speed: 1956
This study showed that the year-to-year variability
in the wind speeds around the Gulf are small and that
sampling of years from a sunspot cycle is apparently not
important.
6Bo Selection of the Sites.
The wind reportin"" stations chosen on the basis of
geographical distribution and regularity of reports were?
Banrkok, Frachuap Khirkhan, and Son-khla, Thailand and
Conson, located on the lie Poulo Condor off t y>e South
coast of Vietnam. Banrkok was chosen because it is the
station which fives first indication of a*ny shift of wind
direction in the Northern Gulf. Frachuap Khirkhan is
related to Wave Station 1 and Son r"khla to Wave Station 2.
The wind field between Son^khla and Conson primarily
governs the waves at Stations 3 and 4.
Four wave hindcastin; sites were selected in the
following . eOcraphical locations so as to cover the Gulf:
Station No. 1, just off Prachuap Khirkhan, Thailand (11°
48' N, 99° 48' E) ; Station No. 2, just off Songkhla, Thai-
land (07° 11' N, 100° 37' E) ; station No. 3, at 08° 30' N,
19

104° 30' E and Station Ko, 4 at 09° 00' N, 102° 50' E.
They are shown in Figure 5 (the limiting fetches for each
are riven in Table Z
)
.
vc Stations 1 and 2 are spaced so as to rive a
representative picture of the wave data alon" the western
side of the Gulf. They were placed just off of their res-
pective cities so that the wave data would he for points
beyond breaking depth most of the time. Both Prachuap
Khirkhan and Songkhla are reliable synoptic reporting
stations for wind direction and speed.
Station No, 5 is located about 20 miles YVIv.'V of lie
Poulo Obi, This site on the east side of the Gulf was
chosen because it is a heavily, trafficked area for ships
entering the Gulf of Siam from the east and southeast
A "caution" notice on H.C. Navigation Chart No. 3132
(Gulf of Siam) states that the bank in the vicinity of
Fointe de Ca Kau and lie Fculo Obi is extending seaward
at a relatively rapid rate. This is due to heavy deposi-
tion of sediment from the many rivers in this southwest-
ern portion of Vietnam. It is possible that wave data
for Station No. 3,ccntained herein, may be useful to coast-
al engineers in determining the effect of the waves and
longshore currents on the formation and growth of this bank
Station No. 4 was placed in the center of the lower
Gulf to complete the picture cf the wave conditions in.
the Gulf.
The lar^e bay just to the south of Eangkok was not
chosen as a site since the wa'ves there are relatively

small and sre fetch-limited from al] directions, except
from the south. Station No. 1 will provide representa-
tive data for this direction.
No sites were selected en the northeastern side of
the Gulf due to the dearth of reporting stations between
Bangkok, Thailand and Kampot, Cambodia.
21

7 Results of the Study.
The objective of this section is to present the
results obtained from this study on the wind and waves
in the Gulf of Siam.
7Ao Winds Over the Gulf,
From daily reports of wind speed and direction for
four of the seven reporting stations considered in the
Gulf for the years 1955, 1956, and 1957 (namely Bangkok,
Prachuap Khirkhan, and Songkhla, Thailand and Conson,
Vietnam), a tabulation was made of the percent frequency
of occurrence of certain ranges of wind speeds for each
of eight compass directions. The compilation of these
data can be seen in the form of wind roses in Appendix I
The wind roses for January indicate that the winds
at Bangkok begin to shift to the SW regime. Frachuap
Khirkhan, about 120 miles to the south of Eangkok, is
still under UE flow as are Son: khla and Conson. By Feb-
ruary, the shift of southerly winds reaches as far south
as Prachuap Khirkhan. Note that 'at this station and Bang-
kok the winds are predominantly from the south and not
the southwest. This is believed to be due to the funnel-
ing effect of the mountain range of 3,000 to 4,000 feet
elevation that runs along the west coast of the lulf.
Songkhla and Conson still exhibit the characteristics of
winter flow. The picture in Ninrch is essentially that of
February with no major changes in wind directions taking
place. In April, Songkhla and Conson both have a small
22

percentage of the winds from the W or SW and by Kay all
stations in the Gulf are characterized by winds predomin-
antly from the SW or W, The summer months of June, July,
and August are cuite similar and exhibit little change
from the flow established in May. In September, all
stations show a definite weakening of the flow from the
SW and W as indicated by a small percentage of winds from
the NE. The wind roses for October indicate that the shift
of the winds to the NE monsocn is almost completed for the
northern two stations (Bangkok and Prachuap Khirkhan) while
the two southern stations are in the midst of change to
the NEo November and December are the best examples of
the NE monsoon ever the Gulf. The wind flow over all
stations is then dominantly from the directions of NE and N.
The months with the greatest number of calm days re-
ported were April and May (28$ and 34$), and September and
October (30$ and 37$). These two sets of months cpn be
termed ss the transition periods between the Winter and
Summer Monsoons for stations in the central Gulf of Siam.
There were fewer days of calm winds reported in
winter than summer. On the whole, the wind speeds were
considerably hither in the winter (November through March)
than in the summer (June through Autust). It is of inter-
est to note that Songkhla, especially in the winter, con-
sistently reported higher wind speeds than surrounding
stations This may re due to a topographically formed
convergence zone over this location.
23

7B. Waves in the Gulf, (as hindcast)
Appendix II contains graphs of wave height and wave
period versus the number of hours per month the height or
period is less than or eoual to a particular height or
period. It should be noted that this is the "significant"
hei.ht (Hp) and "significant" period (Tp) as explained in
Section 6 Q Some wave heights recorded in the Gulf were
much higher and some periods were much longer.
It can be readily seen that the highest waves for
the sites chosen occurred in the winter months. Further-
more, the highest waves were hindc->st on the western edge
of the Gulf just off Songkhla (Station 2).
January and February produced, at Station 2, the
highest waves recorded in the Gulf during this study.
The heights were 22 and 25 feet respectively with periods
of 12 seconds. The heights steadily decreased and the
periods shortened through Lay, when Station 2 recorded a
height cf five feet and a period of seven seconds, the
maximum values for that month . During the months of June,
1 .
July, and August the values of wave neiht\a'nd period
increased, attaining a maximum of 14 feet with nine second
periods., September exhibited low wave heights and periods,
the maximum being five feet and seven seconds at Station 5.
The winter Monsoon brought an increase in wave height and
period through the months of October, November, and December.
The maximum values for this period occurred in November at
Station 2, 'The heights were 17 feet with periods of 10
seconds.

The figures read from the graphs in Appendix ll do
not take wave direction into consideration. The wave roses
; the selected sites give a good picture of wave heights
with respect to directions (see Appendix III).
Station 1 is sheltered considerably by land to
its west and is affected by waves from the NE, E, dE, and
3 only c
Station 2 is open to wave action only from the N, NE,
and Eo
Stations 3 and 4* being in open water, have fetches
greater than 100 nautical miles in all directions (except




The winds are strongest in the winter (NE Monsoon)
season in the Gulf of Siam. Hence, these high winds fre-
quently produce waves of appreciable height and period
at the wave forecasting sites chosen. The maximum signifi-
cant wave dimensions computed were a height of 25 feet and
a period of 12 seconds on the west side of the Gulf.
In comparison, the summer and both transitional periods
Limatologically seasons of low and relatively negligi*
ble wave heights., due to the lower wind speeds and the geo-
al locations of the wave hindcast sites chosen,
Th« i nsions of the significant waves were a height of
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Figure 5. Four Sites in the Gulf of Siam for












Figure 6. Seven Wind Reporting Stations in
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A study of the wave climatology of the G
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